Written by Ella Ross

YOUNG PEOPLE’S MENTAL HEALTH
THROUGH A POST-COVID LENS

We are all tired of hearing how Covid has changed our natural way of living. The media
constantly discusses its impact on society, primarily focusing on: the economy, public health
statistics, the NHS, and employment. However, the change that arguably has the most signi cant
impact on our lives is ironically the least discussed in the media; mental health.
As a young person, I want to look at the pandemic's impact on my generation’s mental wellbeing. Did you know that:

These statistics prove how Covid has fuelled the youth with anxiety, loneliness, and fears for the
future. A growing number of psychologists, psychiatrists, and child health experts believe the needs
of the young are being ignored in this pandemic. Young people have a small risk of becoming ill with
the virus- but could the long-term mental health impact be far more damaging?
The pandemic has disrupted the education system, meaning that millions of young people in the UK
were forced to resort to home learning. This has signi cantly effected their intellectual and social
development. Professor Ellen Townsend, an expert in young people’s mental health, says that the way
the youth are being treated in the pandemic is “massively damaging for their mental health.”
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I’ve focused on how Covid has had a damaging effect on young people, but has the experience been
positive for some? To get a personal insight into this, I interviewed a 27-year-old friend.

How was your mental health before the pandemic began?
“I didn’t have time to take my mental health into account; I made it
a separate thing. Our family had not long lost my older brother to
suicide. So times were already tough”.
Would you mind telling me how Covid impacted your mental
health?
“It’s had a huge impact on my mental health. Once it started
coming in force and things got restricted, my family and I suddenly
had more time with each other. This caused a lot of negativity. As a
result, I spiralled into a depression. This time made me realise that I
wasn’t happy. It got so bad that I couldn’t see a way out of it at one
point. I became a shell.”.
How did you manage your mental health problems during this
time? Were you able to access the support you needed?
“I managed my mental health by reaching out to my best friend.
Talking to her and expressing how I felt made all the difference.
She made me see how there’s a light at the end of the tunnel, and
her words made me feel heard.
Now that Covid has eased, how is your life now? Has your
mental health improved?
“Yes! With the help of my best friend, I was able to
my depression and then leave my family home. I’m now in shared
accommodation, and since being there, I realised that the family
dynamic at home had a very negative impact on my mental
health. So even though I see my family from time to time, I’m
making steps towards building my mental health up and living
my own life. I now consider my mental health much more and
try hard to look after it. I am so grateful that I reached out,
otherwise I would still be depressed. This experience has
shown me I wasn’t looking after my mental health properly and
that it’s ok to ask for help”.

This is an incredibly personal story to me because I was the person who helped him overcome his
depression and guided him into a happier life. The interview shows that Covid has had some positive
effects. In my friend’s case, Covid gave him the time to consider his mental health and take steps to
improve his future. When my friend became depressed, he had the courage to reach out to me. This
allowed me to support him through his depression and guide him into a better living situation. If he
hadn’t reached out to me, he would still be in the same living situation.
This is why it’s imperative to reach out if you’re suffering. There is a lot of support out there. The
prospect of getting support may seem daunting, but remember, there are people in your life that will
help you through it. Our society has become more understanding of mental health in recent years,
which means there's far more awareness and support options. But despite how mainstream it has
become, it is still considered a taboo that many people feel incredibly uncomfortable discussing.
There are still many stigmas attached to mental illness, which is why so many young people feel
embarrassed to talk about it.
So I encourage everyone reading to talk about their mental well-being. If we discuss, it’ll be easier
for those struggling to reach out. There are so many people still suffering from the pandemic’s
mental toll. So it’s more important than ever to keep an open dialogue about mental illness. If we as a
society start to see our mental well-being as of equal value to our physical well-being, then one day
mental health will no longer be taboo. Let’s eradicate the stigmas, together.

Written by Ella Ross. To learn more about your mental well-being, here are some charities that
support those struggling.
MIND
MIND provides advice and support to empower anyone experiencing mental health problems.
They campaign to improve mental health services, raise awareness and promote understanding.
Email info@mind.org.uk or call 0300 123 3393.
Samaritans
If you are in crisis, or something is getting you down. The Samaritans can be contacted 24 hours a
day, every day of the week.
Email jo@samaritans.org or call 116 123.
AdFam – 'Families, Drugs and Alcohol'
ADFAM gives information and support for the families of drug and alcohol users.
Email admin@adfam.org.uk or call 07552986887.
Live Fear Free
Live Fear Free is a website, phone and chat service providing support and information service for
anyone experiencing domestic abuse. They also help those who want more information on
available support services.
Email info@livefearfreehelpline.wales or call 0808 801 0800.

Here are references to the information I’ve used in this article:
https://digital.nhs.uk/data-and-information/publications/statistical/mental-health-of-children-andyoung-people-in-england/2021-follow-up-to-the-2017-survey
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Statistics based on tests performed by the Of ce for National Statistics.

